Scavenger Hike

Treasure Checklist for ________________________________

- Measure the longest pine needle you can find
- Find a spider web
- Find a leaf shaped like a star
- Find a flower
- Find two different fruits like acorns or berries
- Find something that doesn’t belong
- Locate a mushroom
- Find a tree with smooth bark
- Find a tree with rough, scaly, or peeling bark
- Find a pinecone big and small
- Locate some green moss
- Find a rock with something on it
- Identify something living in this forest
- Identify something that has died
- Collect a green leaf and a colored leaf
- Find a grass that is flowering or seeding
- Find a baby longleaf pine
- Find the mother longleaf pine
- Find something that has thorns
- Find a bug or worm
- Find something round